Wings Over Ogaden The Ethiopian Somali War
1978 1
When somebody should go to the book stores, search opening by shop, shelf by shelf, it is essentially
problematic. This is why we offer the book compilations in this website. It will extremely ease you to
look guide wings over ogaden the ethiopian somali war 1978 1 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you truly want, you can discover them rapidly. In
the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best place within net connections. If you
aspiration to download and install the wings over ogaden the ethiopian somali war 1978 1, it is
unconditionally easy then, previously currently we extend the connect to buy and create bargains to
download and install wings over ogaden the ethiopian somali war 1978 1 so simple!

Black Hawks Rising Opiyo Oloya 2016-07-19 “Black Hawks Rising” tells the story of the formation and
deployment of the African Union Mission to Somalia (AMISOM) in March 2007. Initially confined to
peacekeeping within the Mogadishu enclave, it transformed into a peace-making mission. Many including the author, who predicted the mission was DOA (Dead on Arrival) - gave the mission little
chance of success. As a fighting force, however, AMISOM took on the Somali insurgents in 2010;
expelled them from Central Mogadishu on Saturday, 6 August 2011; and expanded control of territory
under the Somali Government in the succeeding years to most of Somalia. The opening chapters of the
book take the reader behind the scenes to highlight the inconsistent - and sometimes disastrous - US
policy in the Horn of Africa generally, and in Somalia (specifically dating back to the Kennedy
administration in the early 1960s). Under President George Bush, the US strongly and vigorously
opposed deployment of regional African troops in Somalia - instead sponsoring Somali factions to fight
against each other and, when that flopped, egged on Ethiopia to invade Somalia in December 2006,
which caused the rise of violent insurgency that spilled across borders. Young jihadists streamed from
the heart of USA to fight the invaders. To clean up the mess, the Bush administration finally supported
the deployment of regional troops. Black Hawks Rising captures intimately the stories of the men and
women who made up AMISOM: their triumphs, setbacks and victories. The spotlight focuses on the
Uganda People’s Defence Forces (UPDF), whose Herculean efforts supported by Burundi National
Defence Forces (BNDF) - and later the Kenya Defence Forces (KDF), Forces Armées Djiboutiennes
(FAD), Ethiopian National Defence Forces (ENDF) and Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces (RSLAF)
- were pivotal to the success of the mission. Their dedication, professionalism, ideological commitment,
hard work and humanity turned Somalia from a wasted nation to one with hope for peace, stability and
a better future for the Somali people. Like Heru - the Hawk-God of Ancient Egypt - AMISOM’s new
breed of African peace-warriors have demonstrated the capacity to work across borders regionally,
continent-wide and globally to help resolve conflicts whenever and wherever they arise - protecting
lives and property, and preventing genocides before they happen.
Wings over Ogaden Tom Cooper 2015-04-19 With Ethiopia in disarray following a period of severe
internal unrest and the spread of insurgencies in Eritrea and Tigray, Ethiopia and its armed forces
should have offered little opposition to well-equipped Somali armed forces which were unleashed to
capture Ogaden, in July 1977. However, excellently trained pilots of the Ethiopian Air Force took full
advantage of their US-made equipment, primarily their few brand-new Northrop F-5E Tiger II fighterwings-over-ogaden-the-ethiopian-somali-war-1978-1
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bombers, to take the fight to their opponents, win air superiority over the battlefield, and thus have
their hands free to interdict the Somali supply links to stop the invasion cold. This air victory practically
sealed the fate of the Somali juggernaut in Ogaden, especially so once Ethiopia convinced Cuba and the
Soviet Bloc to support her instead of Somalia. In a fit of pique, Somalia forced all Soviet advisers to
leave the country. Already bitter over similar experiences in Egypt in 1972, Moscow's revenge was
designed as a clear message: nobody was to treat her in such fashion again. The USSR subsequently
launched an air bridge to Ethiopia, unique and unprecedented in its extension and importance,
delivering huge quantities of armament and equipment necessary for the Ethiopians to reconquer
Ogaden, and beyond. In turn Somalia asked the USA for help and thus occurred an unprecedented
switch of Cold War alliances. This volume details the history and training of both Ethiopian and Somali
air forces, their equipment and training, tactics used and kills claimed, against the backdrop of the flow
of the Ogaden war. It explains in detail, supported by over 100 contemporary and exclusive
photographs, maps and color profiles, how the Ethiopian Air Force won the decisive victory in the air by
expertly deploying the F-5Es - unequaled in maneuverability, small size and powerful armament - to
practically destroy the Somali Air Force and its MiG-17s and MiG-21s.
War of Intervention in Angola, Volume 4 Adrien Fontanellaz 2021-06-15 This fourth volume continues
the coverage of the operational history of the Angolan Air Force and Air Defense Force (FAPA/DAA) as
told by Angolan and Cuban sources, in the period 1985-1988.
Evil Days Alexander De Waal 1991 For the past thirty years-under both Emperor Haile Selassie and
President Mengistu Haile Mariam-Ethiopia suffered continuous war and intermittent famine until every
single province has been affected by war to some degree. Evil Days, documents the wide range of
violations of basic human rights committed by all sides in the conflict, especially the Mengistu
government's direct responsibility for the deaths of at least half a million Ethiopian civilians.
Ethiopian-Eritrean Wars. Volume 2 Tom Cooper 2018-07-31 Ethiopia, a country of ancient origins in
eastern Africa, remains a military powerhouse of that continent until our days. Nowadays involved in
the war in neighboring Somalia, Ethiopia was also involved in half a dozen of other armed conflicts over
the last 60 years. Crucial between these was the Eritrean War of Independence. Fought 1961-1991, this
was one of biggest armed conflicts on the African continent, especially if measured by numbers of
involved combatants. It included a wide spectrum of operations, from ‘classic’ counterinsurgency
(COIN) to conventional warfare in mountains – with the latter being one of the most complex and most
demanding undertakings possible to conduct by a military force. Campaigns run during the Eritrean
War of Independence often included large formations of relatively well-equipped forces, led by welltrained commanders, along well-thought-out plans, based on homegrown doctrine. The air power played
a crucial – although not necessarily decisive – role in many of battles. Nevertheless, most of details
about this conflict remain unknown in the wider public. Similarly, relatively few Western observers are
aware of relations between the Eritrean liberation movements, and various dissident and insurgent
movements inside Ethiopia – although the synergy of these eventually led the downfall of the so-called
Derg government, in 1991. While the first volume in this mini-series spanned the history of wars
between Ethiopia and Eritrea between 1961 and 1988, the second covers the period since.
Correspondingly, it is providing coverage of military operations that led to the fall of the Derg
government in Ethiopia of 1991, the period of Eritrean military buildup and a complete reorganization
of the Ethiopian military in the 1990s, and concludes with the first detailed account of the so-called
Badme War, fought between Ethiopia and Eritrea in period 1998-2001. It is illustrated by many
contemporary photographs, maps and color profiles.
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Famine and Foreigners: Ethiopia Since Live Aid Peter Gill 2010-07-08 The terrible 1984 famine in
Ethiopia focused the world's attention on the country and the issue of aid as never before. Anyone over
the age of 30 remembers something of the events - if not the original TV pictures, then Band Aid and
Live Aid, Geldof and Bono. Peter Gill was the first journalist to reach the epicentre of the famine and
one of the TV reporters who brought the tragedy to light. This book is the story of what happened to
Ethiopia in the 25 years following Live Aid: the place, the people, the westerners who have tried to help,
and the wider multinational aid business that has come into being. We saved countless lives in the
beginning and continued to save them now, but have we done much else to transform the lives of
Ethiopia's poor and set them on a 'development' course that will enable the country to do without us?
Survival Migration Alexander Betts 2013-08-15 International treaties, conventions, and organizations
to protect refugees were established in the aftermath of World War II to protect people escaping
targeted persecution by their own governments. However, the nature of cross-border displacement has
transformed dramatically since then. Such threats as environmental change, food insecurity, and
generalized violence force massive numbers of people to flee states that are unable or unwilling to
ensure their basic rights, as do conditions in failed and fragile states that make possible human rights
deprivations. Because these reasons do not meet the legal understanding of persecution, the victims of
these circumstances are not usually recognized as "refugees," preventing current institutions from
ensuring their protection. In this book, Alexander Betts develops the concept of "survival migration" to
highlight the crisis in which these people find themselves. Examining flight from three of the most
fragile states in Africa—Zimbabwe, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Somalia—Betts explains
variation in institutional responses across the neighboring host states. There is massive inconsistency.
Some survival migrants are offered asylum as refugees; others are rounded up, detained, and deported,
often in brutal conditions. The inadequacies of the current refugee regime are a disaster for human
rights and gravely threaten international security. In Survival Migration, Betts outlines these failings,
illustrates the enormous human suffering that results, and argues strongly for an expansion of
protected categories.
Me Against My Brother Scott Peterson 2014-04-04 As a foreign correspondent, Scott Peterson
witnessed firsthand Somalia's descent into war and its battle against US troops, the spiritual
degeneration of Sudan's Holy War, and one of the most horrific events of the last half century: the
genocide in Rwanda. In Me Against My Brother, he brings these events together for the first time to
record a collapse that has had an impact far beyond African borders.In Somalia, Peterson tells of
harrowing experiences of clan conflict, guns and starvation. He met with warlords, observed death
intimately and nearly lost his own life to a Somali mob. From ground level, he documents how the USUN relief mission devolved into all out war - one that for America has proven to be the most formative
post-Cold War debacle. In Sudan, he journeys where few correspondents have ever been, on both sides
of that religious front line, to find that outside "relief" has only prolonged war. In Rwanda, his firstperson experience of the genocide and well-documented analysis provide rare insight into this human
tragedy.Filled with the dust, sweat and powerful detail of real-life, Me Against My Brother graphically
illustrates how preventive action and a better understanding of Africa - especially by the US - could
have averted much suffering. Also includes a 16-page color insert.
The Indian Ocean Region Anthony H. Cordesman 2014-09-11 The Indian Ocean Region (IOR) is one
of the most areas of the world in human terms. This study provides a comprehensive overview of the
subregions and countries in the IOR, drawing heavily on a new country risk assessment model
developed by Abdullah Toukan, a senior associate with the Burke Chair at CSIS.
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Somalia, a Country Study Harold D. Nelson 1982
Armies of Sand Kenneth Michael Pollack 2019 Armies of Sand asks, 'why have Arab militaries fought so
poorly in the modern era?' It examines the performance of over two-dozen Arab militaries from 1948 to
2017, and compares them to a half-dozen non-Arab militaries, to conclude that politics, economics, and
culture all contributed to the past weakness of Arab armies.
Black Markets and Militants Khalid Mustafa Medani 2021-10-14 An explanation of why youth join
militant organizations and how informal networks influence the character and objectives of social
movements.
The Suicidal State in Somalia Mohamed Haji Ingiriis 2016-04-01 This book is a critical reposition of
the study of military regimes in Africa. Documenting and delving deep into the reign and rule of General
Mohamed Siad Barre regime in Somalia from 1969 up to 1991, the book puts emphasis on African
agencies—ostensibly shaped by external beneficiaries and patrons—over what went wrong with Africa
after the much-awaited post-colonial period. It does so by critically engaging with the wider theoretical
and conceptual frameworks in African Studies which more often than not tend to attribute the postcolonial African State raptures to colonialism. The main thesis of the book is that colonialism left Africa
on its own space wherein African leaders could have made a difference. By putting discrete
perspectives into historical context, the book circumnavigates through comparative and comprehensive
holistic approach to the Siad Barre regime to reveal how colonialism did not produce less than what
criminalisation of the State resulted in Somalia. This empirical analysis is crucial to understanding the
contemporary conundrum facing the Somali world today. The argument is that the contemporary
conflicts are not only attributable to—but also because of—the past plunders of the post-colonial leaders
trained by the departed colonial authorities. Employing nuanced analytic concepts and categories, the
aim of the book is to refine the past to recapture the present and envision the future. Framing new ways
of analyzing military regimes in Africa begins with (re)assessment of how the Siad Barre regime was
previously approached. Marshalling extensive and extraordinary amount of sources, the book unveils
the intricacies and contradictions of the dictatorship and its impact on the Somali psyche. The book
locates the evolution of the regime within the wider context of the Cold War political contestation
between the East and the West. Unparalleled in-depth and analysis, this book is the first full-length
scholarly study of the Siad Barre regime systematically explaining the politics and process of the
dictatorial rule. The historicity of exploring Somali State trajectory entails employing a Braudelian
longue durée approach. Thus, three interrelated sets of contexts/questions inform the study: how Siad
Barre himself came into power, how he ruled and maintained his authoritarian reign over the Somalis
and who had assisted him from inside and outside the Somali world.
Selous Scouts Peter Baxter 2011 "Its members consisted of some of the finest guerrilla-fighting men in
the western world, unconventional in many ways, disregardful of parade-ground discipline, unorthodox
in their dress, yet a force so tightly knit in the face of danger that those who knew anything about them
could only marvel" - The Citizen. Formed in 1973 by the legendary Lieutenant-Colonel Ron Reid-Daly at
the behest of Rhodesian military supremo General Peter Walls, the Selous Scouts were to write their
name into the annals of military history as one of the finest counterinsurgency units of all time, through
their innovative pseudo-guerrilla tactics, brilliant reconnaissance operations into Zambia and Botswana
and daring flying-column raids into Mozambique. Feared and hated by the liberation movements ZIPRA
and ZANLA, the Scouts wreaked untold havoc and destruction on their Soviet- and Chinese-backed
enemies, accounting for 68% of guerrilla casualties within Rhodesia alone during the bitter bush war of
the 1970s. Uniquely ahead of its time, the regimen - a brotherhood of men that traversed cultural and
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racial barriers; their Shona motto was 'Pamwe Chete' (together only) - was to produce the type of
soldier that earned for the unit one Grand Cross of Valour, nine Silver Crosses and 22 Bronze Crosses of
Rhodesia.
The Colonial Legacy in Somalia Paolo Tripodi 1999-08-02 The Colonial Legacy in Somalia is an
investigation into the relationship between Rome and Mogadishu, from the period of colonial
administration to the recent dramatic events of Operation Restore Hope. It defines the first Italian
incursions in the Horn of Africa, the history of the expansionist plans of an imperial late comer, such as
Italy, and explores the decade of the Trusteeship Administration from 1950-1960 when Italy tried to
introduce a new state system in Mogadishu: It analyzes the events of the 1970s and 1980s when Siad
Barre's regime, in spite of his repressive and violent attitude, enjoyed strong support from the former
colonial power. The book demonstrates a love-hate relationship between Rome and Mogadishu in the
colonial and postcolonial period and examines the consequences of this interaction.
Rwandan Patriotic Front Human Rights Watch presents "Rwandan Patriotic Front," a section of the
March 1999 report entitled "Leave None to Tell the Story: Genocide in Rwanda." Human Rights Watch
credits the Rwandan Patriotic Front for ending the 1994 genocide in Rwanda by defeating the civilian
and military authorities responsible for the killing.
Iranian F-14 Tomcat Units in Combat Tom Cooper 2012-11-20 So formidable an opponent did the Iraqi
airforce consider the F-14 that during the Iran-Iraq war, they ordered their pilots not to engage F-14s
and the presence of one in an area was usually enough to empty it of Iraqi aircraft. Officially losses
where tiny; only one F-14 was lost in aerial combat (to a MiG-21), one to a control problem and one
downed by a ground-to-air missile. This book looks at the F-14's Iranian combat history and includes
first hand accounts from the pilots themselves. It will consider key engagements and the central figures
involved, illustrating the realities, successes and failures of the Iranian air campaign.
Ecology and Politics Anders Hjort af Ornäs 1989 Environmental issues are all too often treated
separately from politics and social change. This volume tries to redress the balance. Common to the
essays is a search for the interrelationship between ecological stress and politics.
Nomads in the Shadows of Empires Gufu Oba 2013-07-11 In Nomads in the Shadows of Empires,
Gufu Oba offers accounts of the outcomes of imperial state contests over trans-frontier treaty, nomads
grazing and watering movements, banditry, ethnic conflicts and wars that created lasting legacies along
the southern Ethiopian-northern Kenyan frontier.
The Global Cold War Odd Arne Westad 2007-03-01 The Cold War shaped the world we live in today its politics, economics, and military affairs. This book shows how the globalization of the Cold War
during the last century created the foundations for most of the key conflicts we see today, including the
War on Terror. It focuses on how the Third World policies of the two twentieth-century superpowers the United States and the Soviet Union - gave rise to resentments and resistance that in the end helped
topple one superpower and still seriously challenge the other. Ranging from China to Indonesia, Iran,
Ethiopia, Angola, Cuba, and Nicaragua, it provides a truly global perspective on the Cold War. And by
exploring both the development of interventionist ideologies and the revolutionary movements that
confronted interventions, the book links the past with the present in ways that no other major work on
the Cold War era has succeeded in doing.
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Syrian Conflagration Tom Cooper 2015-03-01 The Syrian Civil War, (the colloquial name of the
ongoing conflict in Syria), has experienced an entirely unexpected transformation during its first two
years. It started as unrest within the Syrian population and a series of mass demonstrations within the
context of wider protest movements in the Middle East and North Africa in 2011, known as the Arab
Spring. Contrary to events in Egypt, Libya, Tunisia and Yemen, where oppressive governments were
toppled by the end of that year, the government of Syria deployed the full force of its military, its
intelligence apparatus, and para-military groups, launching an unprecedented crackdown that resulted
in the arrest, detention and killing of many thousands. Despite its brutality, this effort backfired: it
provoked mass desertions of the Syrian military and then an armed uprising. The emerging insurgency
was generally successful through 2012, although failing to capture Damascus, it did secure more than
half of Aleppo and Homs, the provincial capital of Raqqa, and nearly all of northeastern and
northwestern Syria under its control. Although propped-up by economic and military support from the
Islamic Republic of Iran and the Russian Federation, the government of Syria was nearing the brink of
collapse during the first half of 2013 when, prompted by Tehran, the Hezbollah - a Shi'a Islamic militant
group (and political party) from Lebanon - entered the conflict on its side. Soon after, the Hezbollah was
reinforced by significant contingents of Iranian-sponsored Shi'a from Iraq, Lebanon and elsewhere, and
then by volunteers from Iran, including crack units of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps.
Meanwhile, already split along the lines of Syria's complex demography, much of the insurgency
transformed from a secular and non-sectarian movement into proxies of various foreign powers,
foremost Saudi Arabia and Qatar, but also Turkey and Kuwait. Furthermore, foreign Jihadists motivated
by al-Qaida joined the fray, aiming to establish an Islamist state and clandestinely cooperating with the
government, they fell into the back of insurgency. Thus, an extremely complex conflict - which
meanwhile not only spilled over the border into Lebanon, but is having a major impact upon IranianSaudi relations, and relations between the West, Iran and a number of Arab countries - came into being,
the outcome of which is presently anything but predictable. Syrian Conflagration is the first installment
in the Middle East@War series. Drawing on extensive research, including first hand accounts it
provides a compelling overview of the first three years of the ongoing conflict in Syria. The book
features around 140 photos, 12-15 artworks and 3-4 maps. Middle East@War - following on from our
highly successful Africa@War series, Middle East@War replicates the same format - concise, incisive
text, rare images and high quality color artwork providing fresh accounts of both well-known and more
esoteric aspects of conflict in this part of the world since 1945.
Wings over Ogaden Tom Cooper 2015-04-19 With Ethiopia in disarray following a period of severe
internal unrest and the spread of insurgencies in Eritrea and Tigray, Ethiopia and its armed forces
should have offered little opposition to well-equipped Somali armed forces which were unleashed to
capture Ogaden, in July 1977. However, excellently trained pilots of the Ethiopian Air Force took full
advantage of their US-made equipment, primarily their few brand-new Northrop F-5E Tiger II fighterbombers, to take the fight to their opponents, win air superiority over the battlefield, and thus have
their hands free to interdict the Somali supply links to stop the invasion cold. This air victory practically
sealed the fate of the Somali juggernaut in Ogaden, especially so once Ethiopia convinced Cuba and the
Soviet Bloc to support her instead of Somalia. In a fit of pique, Somalia forced all Soviet advisers to
leave the country. Already bitter over similar experiences in Egypt in 1972, Moscow's revenge was
designed as a clear message: nobody was to treat her in such fashion again. The USSR subsequently
launched an air bridge to Ethiopia, unique and unprecedented in its extension and importance,
delivering huge quantities of armament and equipment necessary for the Ethiopians to reconquer
Ogaden, and beyond. In turn Somalia asked the USA for help and thus occurred an unprecedented
switch of Cold War alliances. This volume details the history and training of both Ethiopian and Somali
air forces, their equipment and training, tactics used and kills claimed, against the backdrop of the flow
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of the Ogaden war. It explains in detail, supported by over 100 contemporary and exclusive
photographs, maps and color profiles, how the Ethiopian Air Force won the decisive victory in the air by
expertly deploying the F-5Es - unequaled in maneuverability, small size and powerful armament - to
practically destroy the Somali Air Force and its MiG-17s and MiG-21s.
Insurgent Fragmentation in the Horn of Africa Michael Woldemariam 2018-02-15 This extended
treatment of insurgent fragmentation provides an innovative new theory tested through analysis of the
Horn of Africa's civil wars.
Wars and Insurgencies of Uganda 1971-1994 Tom Cooper 2015-09-01 In 1971, Idi Amin Dada, a
former officer of the King's African Rifles and commander of the Ugandan Army, seized power in a
military coup in Uganda. Characterized by human rights abuses, political repression, ethnic
persecution, extra judicial killings, nepotism, corruption and gross economic mismanagement, Amin's
rule drove thousands into exile. Amin shifted the country's orientation in international relations from
alliances with the West and Israel, to cooperation with the Soviet Union. With Tanzanian leader Julius
Nyerere offering sanctuary to Uganda's ousted president, Milton Obote, Ugandan relations with
Tanzania soon became strained too. Already in 1972, a group of Tanzania-based exiles attempted,
unsuccessfully, to invade Uganda and remove Amin. By late 1978, following another attempted coup
against him, Amin deployed his troops against the mutineers, some of whom fled across the Tanzanian
border. The rebellion against him thus spilled over into Tanzania, against whom Uganda then declared a
state of war. Opening with an overview of the ascent of crucial military and political figures, and the
buildup of the Tanzanian and Ugandan militaries during the 1960s and 1970s, this volume provides an
in-depth study of the related political and military events, but foremost of military operations during the
Kagera War - also known as 'A Just War' - fought between Tanzania and Uganda in 1978-1979. It further
traces the almost continuous armed conflict in Uganda of 1981-1994, which became renowned for
emergence of several insurgent movements notorious for incredible violence against civilian population,
some of which remain active in central Africa to this day. This book is illustrated with an extensive
selection of photographs, color profiles, and maps, describing the equipment, markings, and tactics of
the involved military forces.
The Armies of Ancient Persia: The Sassanians Kaveh Farrokh 2014-02-28 Throughout most of the
classical period, Persia was one of the great superpowers, placing a limit on the expansion of Western
powers. It was the most formidable rival to the Roman empire for centuries, until Persia, by then under
the Sassanians, was overwhelmed by the Islamic conquests in the seventh century AD. Yet, the armies
of ancient Persia have received relatively little detailed attention, certainly in comparison to those of
Rome. This work is the firsst of three volumes that will form the most comprehensive study of ancient
Persian armies available.The Sassanians, the native Iranian dynasty that ousted their Parthian overlords
in AD 226, developed a highly sophisticated army that was able for centuries to hold off all comers.
They continued the Parthians famous winning combination of swift horse archers with heavily-armored
cataphract cavalry, also making much use of war elephants, but Kaveh Farrokh interestingly
demonstrates that their oft-maligned infantry has been much underestimated.The author, born in
Athens, Greece, and expert in ancient Persian languages and military history, has been researching the
military history and technology of Persia for a quarter of a century. He draws on the latest research and
new archaeological evidence, focusing on the organization, equipment and tactics of the armies that
dominated the ancient Middle East for so long.
Biafra Peter Baxter 2015-01-19 Nigeria was a unique concept in the formation of modern Africa. It
began life as a highly lucrative if climatically challenging holding of the Royal Niger Company, a British
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Chartered Company under the control of Victorian capitalist Sir George Taubman Goldie. It was handed
over to indigenous rule in 1960 with the best of intentions and a profound hope on the part of the
British Crown that it would become the poster child of successful political transition in Africa. It did not.
One of the signature failures of imperial strategists at the turn of the 19th century was to take little if
any account of the traditional demographics of the territories and societies that were subdivided, and
often joined together, into spheres of foreign influence, later evolving into colonies, and finally into
nation states. Many of the signature crises in postcolonial Africa have owed their origins to this very
phenomenon: incompatible and mutually antagonistic tribal and ethnic groupings forced to cohabit
within the indivisible precincts of political geography. Congo, Rwanda/Burundi, Sudan and many others
have suffered ongoing attrition within their borders as historic enmities surge and boil in restless and
ongoing violence. Such was the case with Nigeria in the post-independence period. The traditions and
practices of the Islamic north and the Christian/Animist south, and even within the multiplicity of ethnic
division in the south itself, proved to be impossible to reconcile. The result was an immediate centrifuge
away from the center, complicated by the vast infusion of oil revenues and the inevitable explosion of
corruption that followed. All of this created the alchemy of civil war and genocide, which erupted into
violence in 1967 as the eastern region of Nigeria attempted to secede. The war that followed shocked
the conscience of the world, and revealed for the first time the true depth of incompatibility of the four
partners in the Nigerian federation. This book traces the early history of Nigeria from inception to civil
war, and the complex events that defined the conflict in Biafra, revealing how and why this awful event
played out, and the scars that it has since left on the psyche of the disunited federation that has
continued to exist in the aftermath.
War of Intervention in Angola Adrien Fontanellaz 2018-08-15 This book traces the failures of the USsupported FNLA, the growth and reorganization of the MPLA into a conventional army; deployment of
Cuban military contingents; and the performance and experiences of the MPLA and Cuban forces at war
with South Africans and the third Angolan insurgent group - UNITA.
Small States in the International System Neal G. Jesse 2016-06-16 Small States in the International
System addresses the little understood foreign policy choices of small states. It outlines a theoretical
perspective of small states that starts from the assumption that small states are not just large states
writ small. In essence, small states behave differently from larger and more powerful states. As such,
this book compares three theories of foreign policy choice: realism (and its emphasis on structural
factors), domestic factors, and social constructivism (emphasizing norms and identity) across seven
focused case studies from around the world in the 20th Century. Through an examination of the foreign
policy choices of Switzerland, Ireland, Finland, Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium, Ethiopia, Somalia,
Vietnam, Bolivia and Paraguay, this book concludes that realist theories built on great power politics
cannot adequately explain small state behavior in most instances. When small states are threatened by
larger, belligerent states, the small state behaves along the predictions of social constructivist theory;
when small states threaten each other, they behave along realist predictions.
Clausewitz and African War Isabelle Duyvesteyn 2004-09-30 Oil, diamonds, timber, food aid - just some
of the suggestions put forward as explanations for African wars in the past decade. Another set of
suggestions focuses on ethnic and clan considerations. These economic and ethnic or clan explanations
contend that wars are specifically not fought by states for political interests with mainly conventional
military means, as originally suggested by Carl von Clausewitz in the 19th century. This study shows
how alternative social organizations to the state can be viewed as political actors using war as a
political instrument.
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Great Lakes Conflagration Tom Cooper 2013-11-19 Great Lakes Conflagration' is the second in two
volumes covering military operations in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) at the turn from the
21st century. This volume explores developments in the DRC that led to the outbreak of violence in
August 1998, and systematically details the continued build-up and status of the Congolese, Rwandan
and Ugandan armies, as well as the forces of Angola, Namibia, Zimbabwe and other African countries
that were sucked into the conflict. Recounted is the Rwandan attempt to topple the government of
Laurent Kabila through an operation that saw a redeployment of some of best Rwandan units from
Kigali and Goma to the western DRC, resulting in a series of fierce air-land clashes with Zimbabwean
and Angolan forces and culminating in the Battle of Kinshasa. Also described is the fighting along what
became the 'Eastern Front' in the DRC, as Zimbabwean and allied troops attempted to stop Rwandan,
Ugandan and rebel advances out of Kivu Province in the direction of the Congo River through 1998 and
1999. These early phases of the war, or 'The First African War' as it has come to be known, were
characterized by surprising outflanking and infiltration maneuvers; foreign mercenaries; Zimbabwean
Hawk and Lynx light strikers flying intensive combat operations from N'Djili airport, half of which was
occupied by Rwandans, Ugandans and Congolese rebels; interdiction strikes guided by special forces
deployed deep behind enemy lines; operations of helicopter gunships and transport aircraft under
intense ground attack in support of troops cut off by advancing opponents; use of transport aircraft as
makeshift bombers in bad weather and by night and clashes of armored forces and many other elements
of 'high-technology' warfare. All the protagonists deployed their best military units, their best
equipment and some of their best military commanders, yet despite their best efforts, and hampered by
in-fighting, the conflict ultimately resulted in a stalemate which dragged on for a further three years
while negotiations bogged down. This book is illustrated with an extensive selection of exclusive
photography, color profiles and markings, making it of special interest to enthusiasts and professionals
alike.
Air Wars Over Congo, Volume 1: 1960-1968 Daniel Kowalczuk 2022-04 Ever since the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DR Congo, or DRC) was released into independence by Belgium, in June 1960,
its skies have been full of action. During the crisis, and immediately afterwards, the Belgians evacuated
their colonists and military personnel. Hardly was this action was over when the mineral-rich province
of Katanga attempted to break away and the separatists created their own air force, the Force Aérienne
Katangaise (FAK), which existed from 1960 until 1963 and saw action against forces of the United
Nations (UN). In line with decisions by its members, the UN deployed contingents from several air
forces of its member states to protect the integrity of the DR Congo and eliminate the FAK. In response
to the emergence of leftist insurgencies, the CIA created the Congo Air Force (or Force Aérienne
Congolaise), staffed entirely by foreign mercenary personnel due to the lack of native pilots and
mechanics. In 1964-1965, this service saw action during the so-called 'Simba Rebellion', in eastern
DRC, and in support of government and mercenary forces. In 1964, the Belgians launched their daring
operation 'Red Dragon', during which their Parachute Regiment was deployed to liberate hostages held
by the Simbas in Stanleyville. Finally, in eastern Congo in 1967, the former 'brothers-in-arms' including pilots of the FAC - fought each other during the famous mercenary mutiny. From the
existence of a colonial air force attached to the Belgian military and civilian colonial administration
during the time before Congo's independence (June 1960), to the involvement of the Central
Government Congo Air Force in fighting against mercenary mutinies in Eastern Congo (1966-67),
Volume I of "Air Wars over The Congo" provides detailed coverage of the aircraft and air forces involved
in an entire series of conflicts in this huge country. Illustrated with over 100 photographs, 15 colour
profiles and half a dozen maps, it offers a unique source of reference for enthusiasts and professionals
alike.
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The Paras John P. Cann 2017-02-22 Portuguese paratroopers or “paras” began as a stepchild of the
army and found a home in the Portuguese Air Force in 1955. Initially, the post-World War Two
Portuguese Army seemed to have had mixed emotions about the need for elite, special-purpose forces
that operated in small units with the attendant flexibility and elevated lethality. Shock troops have been
traditionally controversial, and even the vaunted military theorist Baron Karl von Clausewitz saw little
point in them. The history of the paras in the Portuguese Army is illustrative of this ambivalent view.
Nevertheless, in a “war of the weak” in which insurgents avoid government strengths and exploit its
vulnerabilities using agility, deception, and imagination, such small, crack government units are
particularly well suited to counterinsurgency operations. This appreciation emerged with the threat of a
new kind of war in Portuguese Africa, an insurgency, and the new and visionary Air Force well
understood the potential of paras when combined with the mobility of the helicopter. The Air Force saw
an urgent need for troops who could fight an unconventional war, who could not only defeat an enemy
but separate him from the population in which he sought concealment and support and on which he
depended for funding, recruits, and intelligence. These were specialised warfighters who in one minute
were physically destroying an insidious enemy and in the next administering aid and support and
protecting a vulnerable population. These were just the troops that Portugal would require for military
success in its approaching battle fought between 1961 and 1974 to retain its African possessions, and
this vision would be realized on the African battlefield with devastating consequences. This book tells
the paras’ story as researched from Portuguese sources. It details how they were formed and trained
and how they developed their imaginative, effective, and feared tactics and applied them in operations
to protect the population from insurgent predations and destroy a vicious enemy.
Wars in the Third World Since 1945 Guy Arnold 2016-10-06 With nuclear stalemate holding the
superpowers in check during the Cold War, violence proliferated in the Third World. Sometimes this
took the form of colonial liberation wars as the old European empires disintegrated after the Second
World War (Algeria 1954-1962 or Kenya 1952-1959); sometimes the violence was between Third World
countries such as the Iran-Iraq War, and sometimes it involved the major powers directly: the Korean
War, the Vietnam War, the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. Certain regions – Central America,
Southern Africa, the Horn of Africa or the Middle East – have been in more or less perpetual turmoil for
thirty years and more. But whatever form the violence has taken –protracted guerrilla activity against
the central government or short, sharp border war – the big powers have always been involved. They
have provided arms to one or both sides, they have supported their ideological protégés and, more
generally, have manipulated such wars to their own advantage. This book examines five broad
categories of war: colonial liberation wars, big power intervention wars, wars between Third World
countries, the special area of Israel and its neighbours, and civil wars.
Arab MiGs: October 1973 War: Part 2 Tom Cooper 2015-11-19 "The sixth volume of the Arab MiGs
series concludes the story of the Arab air forces at war with Israel during the most intensive phase of
conventional warfare between these belligerents: the period from 1956 to 1973"--Introduction.
Libyan Air Wars Tom Cooper 2015-01-19 Between 1973 and 1989, various Western powers and Libya
were entangled in a seemingly never-ending exchange of blows. Supposedly launched in retaliation for
one action or the other, this confrontation resulted in a number of high-profile, even though low-scale,
clashes between the Libyan Arab Air Force (LAAF), the US Navy and even the French. Meanwhile,
almost as a sideshow, the LAAF - quantitatively one of the most potent air forces in North Africa and the
Middle East - also saw intensive deployment in Chad. Initially, with sporadic fighting between different
parties for the control of N'Djamena, the Chadian capital, this conflict eventually turned into a major
war when Libya invaded the country outright. The LAAF deployed not only French-made Mirage but
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also Soviet-made fighter-bombers of MiG and Sukhoi design, Mil-designed helicopters and even
bombers of Tupolev design, to establish her dominance over the extensive battlefield of the Sahara
Desert. Because of the Cold War but also due to confrontation with Libya over a number of other issues,
France - a one-time major arms supplier to Libya - and the USA gradually got dragged into the war.
Deployments of their troops and intelligence services in Chad, Egypt and the Sudan never resulted in a
full-scale war against Libya, but time and again culminated in small-scale aerial operations that proved
crucial to developments on the ground, several of which are still a matter of extensive debate. Detailing
not only the aerial operations but the ground war and the geopolitical background of these conflicts,
and illustrated with over 100 contemporary photographs, maps and all-new color profiles, this volume
provides a unique insight into an otherwise completely forgotten conflict that raged from the skies over
the southern Mediterranean to southern Chad and northern Sudan, yet one that not only represented a
formative period of the LAAF, but which also prompted a number of crucial modifications and
developments in France and the USA.
IRIAF 2010 Tom Cooper 2010 This richly illustrated book describes the current organization and
equipment of the Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force (IRIAF). Drawing on a wide range of digital
photographs, IRIAF 2010 presents all types of combat, transport and training aircraft, as well as
helicopters, currently operated by the IRIAF, many of which are supported by captions detailing
individual aircraft histories. Following a summary of the air force's development since its early days in
the 1920s, the centerpiece of this volume are 12 chapters that cover all major IRIAF bases and flying
units stationed there, as well as a summary of the order of battle, in which all units are also represented
in the form of patches worn by their pilots. Covering an often under-reported and misinterpreted topic,
and one that is directly influential in the current standoff between Iran, the US and Israel, this book is a
unique reference source for scholar and enthusiast alike.
Democracy and War David L. Rousseau 2005-03-24 Conventional wisdom in international relations
maintains that democracies are only peaceful when encountering other democracies. Using a variety of
social scientific methods of investigation ranging from statistical studies and laboratory experiments to
case studies and computer simulations, Rousseau challenges this conventional wisdom by
demonstrating that democracies are less likely to initiate violence at early stages of a dispute. Using
multiple methods allows Rousseau to demonstrate that institutional constraints, rather than peaceful
norms of conflict resolution, are responsible for inhibiting the quick resort to violence in democratic
polities. Rousseau finds that conflicts evolve through successive stages and that the constraining power
of participatory institutions can vary across these stages. Finally, he demonstrates how constraint
within states encourages the rise of clusters of democratic states that resemble "zones of peace" within
the anarchic international structure.
Bricks, Sand and Marble Robert P. Grathwol 2010-04 Includes full color maps and illustrations
throughout. Center of Military History publication CMH Pub 45-2-1. U.S. Army in the Cold War series.
Traces the activities of American military engineers from the reconstruction that began in Greece after
World War II through the construction of air bases in North Africa, the massive building program in
Saudi Arabia, and support for the liberation of Kuwait in 1991. The history provides a background of the
present role and position of the United States in that vital region.
The Battle of Cuito Cuanavale Leopold Scholz 2016-10-13 In the broad history of the Cold War, the
Battle of Cuito Cuanavale was the climax of a far-off, but nonetheless important African war. It was
waged between the apartheid South African Defence Force (SADF) and the armed forces of the
communist MPLA government in Angola and the People’s Republic of Cuba. Led by Soviet generals, the
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MPLA embarked on a grand offensive in order to knock out the pro-Western rebel movement UNITA in
southeastern Angola. As UNITA’s survival was crucial to South Africa’s military strategy in fighting its
own counterinsurgency war against the South West African rebel movement SWAPO, the SADF stepped
in with a single mechanized brigade and broke the back of the overwhelming MPLA offensive. The
MPLA forces were subsequently driven back over a hundred kilometers, before the SADF advance was
finally stopped just short of the town of Cuito Cuanavale. Since then, a hot war of words have been
waged about who actually won. In this book, a South African military historian and retired journalist
examines the campaign, the adversaries, and their achievements on the basis of his research in SADF
archives. His scrupulous attempt at objectivity results in interesting conclusions. While the MPLA lost
hands down, he posits a draw between the Cubans and the SADF. Although having been a South African
reservist officer himself, he has critical words for the SADF leadership. Many misunderstandings, some
of which were purposefully created by Cuban dictator Fidel Castro, are put to rest. While not sharing
Castro’s political beliefs, he acknowledges Castro’s military acumen and political savvy in extricating
his country from an unwinnable war while smelling of roses. The analysis contains many lessons about
mechanized warfare in the African context from which both laymen and military professionals alike may
learn.
Freedom in the World 2009 Arch Puddington 2009-09-30 Freedom in the World, the Freedom House
flagship survey whose findings have been published annually since 1972, is the standard-setting
comparative assessment of global political rights and civil liberties. The survey ratings and narrative
reports on 193 countries and a group of select territories are used by policy makers, the media,
international corporations, and civic activists and human rights defenders to monitor trends in
democracy and track improvements and setbacks in freedom worldwide. Press accounts of the survey
findings appear in hundreds of influential newspapers in the United States and abroad and form the
basis of numerous radio and television reports. The Freedom in the World political rights and civil
liberties ratings are determined through a multi-layered process of research and evaluation by a team of
regional analysts and eminent scholars. The analysts used a broad range of sources of information,
including foreign and domestic news reports, academic studies, nongovernmental organizations, think
tanks, individual professional contacts, and visits to the region, in conducting their research. The
methodology of the survey is derived in large measure from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
and these standards are applied to all countries and territories, irrespective of geographical location,
ethnic or religious composition, or level of economic development.
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